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Abstract
We give a very short proof of the claim of Gromov that the translation numbers of elements in
a negatively curved group are rational with bounded denominator. The proof provides a new bound
for the size of denominator of these numbers. Ó 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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Swenson [7] proved Gromov’s claim [6] that the translation numbers of elements in a
δ-negatively curved group are rational with bounded denominator. Delzant [3] gave the
bound (b28δ)! for the least common multiple of the denominators for elements far enough
away (>1000δ) from the identity, where bk denotes the number of distinct group elements
in the k-neighborhood of the identity. In this short note, we give a quick proof of Gromov’s
claim using finite state machines that provides the bound b3δb4δ|A| on the denominator for
all elements, where |A| denotes the number of states in the finite state automaton accepting
the language of geodesic words or, equivalently, the number of cone types in the Cayley
graph of the group; see [4].
For standard definitions and background material on negatively curved (or word
hyperbolic) groups, see [1], and for translation numbers in groups, see [2]. For finite state
machines and regular languages, see [4].
Definition. Let G be a finitely generated group with word metric d . The translation





, where |g| = d(1, g).
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The proof that the limit above always exists may be found in [5]. The function τ
possesses the following properties [5]:
(1) τ (g)= τ (g−1)6 |g| for each group element g;
(2) τ is a class function, i.e., is constant on conjugacy classes of G;
(3) τ (gm)=mτ(g) for every group element g and positive integer m.
In the remainder of this note, S denotes a finite set of semigroup generators for G, and
the word metric d is with respect to this generating set. We assume that d is δ-negatively
curved; see [1]. A word w over the alphabet S is geodesic if it is a word of shortest length
that represents the group element w, obtained from w by multiplication, and a k-local
geodesic if every subword of length at most k is geodesic. An infinite word w (i.e., an
infinite sequence of letters from the alphabet S) is a k-local geodesic if every subword of
length k is geodesic, and is a geodesic ray if every subword is geodesic. The following
lemma has a quick, straightforward proof that may be found in [1].
Lemma 1 [1, Theorem 2.15]. If u is a 4δ-local geodesic of finite length andw is a geodesic
word with u=w, then u lies in the 3δ-neighborhood of w.
Corollary 2. If u is an infinite 4δ-local geodesic, then there is a geodesic ray that contains
u in its 3δ-neighborhood.
Proof. For each positive integer n, let wn be a geodesic word with wn = u(n), where u(n)
denotes the prefix of u of length n. The standard argument that infinitely many of the wn’s
share a common first letter and, of those, infinitely many share a common second letter,
ad infinitum, implies that there is a subsequence of the wn’s that “converges” to a geodesic
ray w, in the sense that every finite prefix of w is a prefix of all but finitely many of the
words in this subsequence. Lemma 1 implies that u lies in the 3δ-neighborhood of w. 2
For our main theorem, let A be the (finite) set of states in a finite state automaton W
accepting the language of geodesics over S . For the words u, v, and w, we say that v is a
word between u and w if uv =w. Recall that bk denotes the number of group elements in
the k-neighborhood of the identity.
Main Theorem. The translation numbers of the elements of G are rational with bounded
denominators. Moreover, each of these numbers is of the form p/q where p is the length
of some loop in W (possibly zero) and q 6 b3δb4δ|A|.
Proof. For the group element g in G, let u be a geodesic word representing g, and denote
the infinite word uu · · · by u∞. Assume that u∞ is a 4δ-local geodesic, and let w be a
geodesic ray guaranteed by Corollary 2 that contains u∞ in its 3δ-neighborhood. The ray
w determines an infinite walk in W , and we let a(n) denote the state in A visited on the
nth step of this walk, for n = 1,2, . . . . Since u∞ is in the 3δ-neighborhood of w, for
each positive integer n, there is a geodesic word vn of length at most 3δ between un and
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a prefix wn of w. Consider the pairs (vn, a(|wn|)), for n = 1,2, . . . . Since there are at
most b3δ|A| such pairs, there exist positive integers i and m, with m 6 b3δ|A|, such that
(vi, a(|wi |))= (vi+m,a(|wi+m|)). Let ω be the word defined bywi+m =wiω, and observe
that as a(|wi|)= a(|wi+m|), the word ω corresponds to a loop α inW based at a(|wi|) and,
hence, the infinite word ω∞ is a geodesic ray. 2 Immediately, τ (ω) is an integer, precisely
the length of α. Let h be the group element vi = vi+m. Then
gm = hωh−1
and properties (2) and (3) of τ imply that τ (g) is rational with numerator equal to the
length of α and denominator at most m, which in turn is at most b3δ|A|.
To prove the theorem, for an arbitrary group element g of G, let u be a geodesic word
such that u is the element of the conjugacy class [g] of minimum length, this minimum
length denoted as `(g). Since all cyclic permutations of u represent group elements in the
conjugacy class [g], u∞ is `(g)-local geodesic. As there are only finitely many conjugacy
classes with `(g) < 4δ, say [g1], . . . , [gs], τ (g) is rational with numerator as above and de-
nominator at most b3δ|A| for all g in G except possibly those that are conjugate to one of
g1, . . . , gs . For all i such that τ (gi)= 0, set mi = 1. If τ (gi) 6= 0, there is an integer mi 6
b4δ such that `(gmii )> 4δ (otherwise gi would have two different conjugate powers, con-
tradicting to τ (gi) 6= 0). It follows that τ (gmii ) is rational with numerator equal to the length
of some loop inW and denominator at most b3δ|A|. Hence, τ (gi) is rational with the same
numerator and with denominator at mostmib3δ|A|which is not greater than b3δb4δ|A|. 2
Remark. It is well known that the powers of any nontorsion element of the negatively
curved group G form a quasigeodesic [1], which easily implies that every such element
has positive translation number. An immediate corollary of this and the Main Theorem is
thatG is translation discrete, meaning that the translation numbers of nontorsion elements
are bounded away from zero.
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2 The definition of ω assumes that |wi |6 |wi+m|; otherwise, ω is defined by wi =wi+mω.
